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Cornerstone

Cornerstone Information Systems® is a 

leading travel technology provider with more 

than 600 clients operating globally, including 

travel management companies, online travel 

agencies, corporate travel departments, and 

global distribution systems.





Fareboom

Fareboom.com is an online travel agency based in Los 

Angeles. Its main product, an airfare search and booking 

engine, integrates with multiple inventory providers to oer 

lower fares than the majority of metasearch engines or online 

travel agencies in the market. AltexSoft has been collaborating 

with Fareboom since 2010 providing UX, data science, mobile 

development, and engineering services.





Fareboom iWatch app

Fareboom is an online travel agency that provides flight 

booking and post-purchase support with their mobile app. 

Fareboom iWatch app brings all flight information to a concise 

format of a wearable. Travelers can track their departure and 

arrival times, terminal gates, track flight progress, receive 

delay updates, and get the other critical information right in 

their Apple Watches. 





International Shipment 
Booking System

The client is an Australia-based shipment service. The 

company provides its customers with international shipments 

of heavy and multiple-package goods using freight transport. 

The partnership with AltexSoft was initiated to automate the 

client’s shipment booking and management workflow. Prior to 

the engagement, the client had to manually configure the 

delivery process using spreadsheets. 

AltexSoft team designed and implemented a delivery 

constructor allowing the customers to configure their 

international freight and road transport options.





Intellogate

Intellogate is a Ukrainian holding group that provides 

international R&D services, operating in such segments as 

banking, transportation, retail, and healthcare. The company 

specializes in designing hardware products and embedded 

software for them.

Intellogate engaged AltexSoft to devise and build a software 

ecosystem for cash acceptor kiosks. The use cases for these 

products range from self-service banking and payments to 

coee machines and fully-automated gas stations. 





Niftie

Niftie is an Australian ride-sharing company that connects 

travelers with coach drivers to facilitate a comfortable city 

commute. The service caters to passengers that expect to get 

a guaranteed and timely ride to their destinations regardless 

of public transportation overload. While the initial business 

model entailed commute to events - such as concerts, football 

matches, and festivals - the client decided to expand for all 

types of daily commutes. 

 

Thanks to the mobile app – which is the main connection 

point between drivers and commuters – people can pay up 

front and track their bus online.

 

AltexSoft UX team considered the new business model and 

fully designed new applications, covering iOS and Android 

platforms.





Travel chatbot demo

AltexSoft’s UX team has designed a demo of a 

travel search and booking chatbot. The 

conversational interaction allows users to book 

flights and accommodation using natural 

language requests. The bot also asks questions 

to better tailor travel offers to user preferences 

and groups them by price and value 

characteristics. The interface combines both text 

messages and interactive cards that display 

flights, hotel imagery with amenities, and maps.





Value Builder

The Value Builder System is a coaching platform designed to 

help professional advisers create a predictable, recurring 

revenue stream by helping their clients drive up the value of 

business. The platform provides a set of tools which allow 

advisers to be working shoulder-to-shoulder with business 

analysis of their ongoing performance against the key drivers 

of company value. The team implemented this project from 

the very beginning: Discussed with the Customer his vision of 

a tool, performed business analysis and UX prototyping, 

developed, tested and deployed the solution to the 

Rackspace Cloud infrastructure.





Mommr

Mommr is a community app that connects mothers having little children in San 

Diego area. While doing groceries or other shopping, mothers can provide 

mutual help to each other and deliver some products for their peers. The app 

allows a user to either request for some products or make purchases for others 

while being at a store. Mothers can customize their orders, set expected 

prices, exchange receipt photos, and track delivery progress. Integrated 

payments ensure money returns and collect fees for services.





Traffic filtering solution

A complex system that allows managing access to the Internet 

by intercepting traffic from end-users’ devices both mobile and 

desktop and redirecting it to proxy servers where it is filtered 

and a decision on allowing or blocking the access is made. 

The system consists of separate isolated modules that 

operates as a single integrated system.
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